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A Plexiglas model of Transverse Bent #155, U.S.S. YORKTOWN,
wae tested uaing the BeggB Deforms ter. Teat datt from an experiment on
the actual shipboard bent wan available from a Taylor Model Basin re-
port. This data was compared with the ieformeter results and with the
results derived from pure theory. The comparison indicated that the
deformeter method and theory gave results essentially similar, diff=
ering "by only an almost constant valu6. The stresses from the full-
scale data differ from those calculated by the theory and by the de-
formeter method in a linear fashion and such dif^erencas give rise to
a stress distribution factor relating tbo amount of load taken fore
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INTBODUCTIOI
The analysis of structural problems by the use of models Is
not new, having been given its greatest impetus by Professor G. X.
Beggs, of Princeton University, and his deformeter technique as early
as 1922. Tet wide acceptance of this technique has not been the case
for general structural analysis, the civil engineers being Jrhe only
group using it widely in bridge construction.
Several ships' structures present possibilities for analy-
sis by the deformeter method. Several of these are frames in longi-
tudinally framed ships, transverse bents in aircraft carriers, and
submarine ring frames.
The purpose of this thesis is to take some ships' structure
that has had a full-scale stress analysis made on it, analyze it with
a Beggs Deformeter and by theoretical means, and make a comparison
of the accuracies and problems lnvloved in each method. These compari-
sons are made in the DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
CHOICE 0? SUBJECT
The choice of a subject suitable for analysis by the Beggs
Deformeter was limited by the relatively few comprehensive full-scale
analyses recorde on ships' structure. The test conducted on the U.S.S.
TOBKTOWH by LCDR V.P. Roop, USX, and described in DTMB -.BMB Report
#1*71, February I9UI, "Strain Tests on Flight-Deck Framing of U.S.S.
TOBKTOWH and U.S.S. WASP", was chosen as the one most suitable for
an analysis by the Beggs Deformeter.
Frame 155 of the U.S.S. TORKTOWN was the one chosen for
test since results for two loads were recorded in the report, thus mak-
ing for a more complete analysis. The loads were at the centerline

and the port quarter-point, at shown in Figure 1. Location of the
gage stations are also Indicated in this figure. The number indicates
the order froa the deck upward and inboard, the letter following
denotes port or starboard, and the third symbol denotes inboard ar
outboard.
Symbols beginning with D indicate stations for horizon-
tal transverse deflections and symbols ending with D denote sta-
tions for vertical deflections. The preceding symbol indicates center-
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Figure 1 - Schematic outline of Bent at Frame 155
Location of Observing Stations
DEFOSKErKE THEORY AND MODEL SIMILITUDE.
A detailed development of the Deformeter Theory and Model
Similitude is given in Appendix I. The deformeter method entails build-
ing a model, determining a series of influence numbers or lines from
the ratios of interjected and measured deflections (deformations), and
applying these influence numbers to the actual loads for the calcula-
tion of forces and stresses in the actual structure. Such a method is
simple, relatively quick, and tends to remove causes for error in the
analysis. 2

PREPARING THE EEFORMETER FOR TEST
1. The first step for preparing the deformcter for test va3
to prepare a level, smooth surface upon which to rest the deformeter
apparatus and the model. A 3^' x 7' table top was smoothly sanded and
varnished.
2. Calibration of the deformeter was the aecond step in this
preliminary stage. A plaetic specimen was mounted as a fixed reaction
beam in a gage and the microscope successively serood on the centerline
of a target 5»101" from the center of rotation of the specimen,
figure 2 shows this arrangement of gage and specimen. The various gage
plugs were inserted in the gage and microscope readings taken for each
gage plug insertion. These readings are recorded in Appendix II. The
average readings are taken and the differences between the thrust and
shear readings and their respective reversals constitute the thrust and
shear microscope constants. They are actually the movement of the
gage due to the Insertion of the plugs expressed in microscope units.
The difference between the moment readings and the reversed moment
readings, however, must be divided by the target length, expressed
In inches of prototype length vfaichin this esse is 5»1°1 x 2H inches.





Microscope 107AL 108AL 109AL
Thrust Constant 1296.7 1288.5 1287.6
Shear Constant 1283.2 1289.0 1293-6











Figure 2- Specimen Mounted in Gage as a Fixed Reaction

3. The third phase in the preparation of the deforneter for
test were the test runs conducted on aa elementary team, the shear*
thrust, and moment of which could be easily calculated from theory.
The results were accurate to within a few percent of the theoretical
values. From these tests procedures were developed to be followed in
the subsequent testing of the model of the ben$.
CONSTRUCTING THE MODEL
A general description of the flight deck structure is as
follows: "The flight deck is made up of a series of sections placed
end to end and separated by transverse expansion Joints. Bach section
normally stands bye itself, on rigid transverse frames called bents,
without support from adjoining sections except for transverse horizontal
reactions at the expansions joints. ... three bents, spaced approxi-
mately 6C feet, support the section. Box girders beneath the deck
edges, and a trussed girder along the centerline, extend over the
length of the section and are supported by the bents. These longi-
tudinal girders support intermediate transverse girders spaced at
16-foot intervals between bents. Resting on the transverse girders and
on the bents are 12-inch longitudinal deck beams which support the
deck plating to which the wood planking is attached."*
The cross sectional areas, moments of inertias, section
moduli, and model cross sectional dimensions were determined from
the plans of the bent (Refs. 30 and "}!) at stations along the leg
and span of the beam where the number, scantlings, or arrangement
of effective members changed and in the neighborhood of the knees
using sections as nearly equivalent as could be estimated. These
• Reference 19 » page 1

calculations axe made and shown In Appendix III. The abscissa for
this and all other graphs consists of a scale of distance from
centerline measured along the lower flange of the prototype to the
gage stations f target points) shown in Figure 1.
The plan of the model, Figure 3, gives dimensions of the
model that are equivalent to the prototype. It also shows that the
locations of ths gage 3tations (target points) on the model are on
the centerline, even though the actual gage stations were on the
inner flange of the prototype. Since the axial force and bending moment
are computed separately in the deformeter method the error introdu-
ced is negligible.
The model was constructed out of plastic to the dimensions
shown on the plan. The model was cut on a bandssw and filed to siss
by hand, using micrometers to get it to sixe. The magnitude of the
error in finishing is shown by inspection of the plan. The character-
istics of the plastic used are described in Appendix IV.
The target points indicated on the model plan were put on
the model using horizontally and vertically scribed cross lines.
TESTING THS MOEEL
1. Mounting the model. The feet of the bent model were
mounted in gages, clamped to correspond to an assumed fixed end bent.
Care was taken to insure that the centerlines of the gages and model
coincided. This model was secured to the table using wood screws through
the gages. The centerlines of the gages were placed parallel to each
other and at the distance shown on the model plan. The perpendiculars
to these centerlines at the feet of the model were made to be coincident
when the normal plugs were inserted in the gages. The bases of the
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model was supported at Intervals along its length by ball bearings
resting on similar glass plates. Lead weights were placed on the model
orer these ball bearings so that the model rcTained essentially in one
plane.
2. Aligning the microscopes. Three microscopes were then
aligned over the chosen targets. Thee© targets were the same for all
runs. Two placements of each microscope were necessary for each run
as there were six targets. These targets were SD, gS, ?D, SH , UPI, and
2 PI. The procedure used for adjusting parallax and aligning the Cross-
hairs of the microscope was as recommended in Defonneter Bulletin #2
which was supplied with the equipment.
The horizontal and vertical crosshairs refer in each case
to the scribed crosslines at the target points rather than to the model
centerline and its normal.
The targets actually uaed in the succeeding tests were small
specks of foreign material located as nearly as possible to the inter-
section of the scribed torret lines on the model. As each plug was in-
serted in the given gage for each run, first the horir.or.tal and then
the vertical crosshair was brought over the target and successive micro-
scope readings were taken. Four readings were taken and averted for
each plug and crosshair.
J, Bun #1. Norcial plugs were inserted in the starboard gage.
Different plugs were inserted in the port gage end horizontel and vert-
ical readings were taken at three microscope positions. The order of
insertion of these plugs were normal, thrust, thrust reversed, shear,
shear reversed, moment, and moment reversed. The microscopes were then
shifted, to the remaining target points and the plugs reinserted in the
same order.

U. Hun #2. Normal plugs were inserted in both gages. A
floating gage was then placed in the model at 10PI . The centerline
of the ^age was placed coincident with the centerline of the model
at 10PI. Normal plugs were inserted in this gage and the gage attach-
ed to the model by the small clamping bars. The normal plugs were
removed and the model was severed between the clamping bars. The
gage rested on two glass plates, with three ball bearings sandwiched
between. The procedure for conducting the run was then identical to
Run #1 except that the different pluge were inserted in this float-
ing gage.
5. Huns #3» #**» #5* These runs were identical to Run #2
except that the floating gages were successively located at 9PI
•
7PI . and SD. All previously cut sections had normal plugs inserted
in their gages.
A.11 readings taken for all nns are recorded in Appendix V.
Figure U shows the deformeter ©pparatus and setup for
Run #5.

FIGURE Ua PLAN VIEW OF DEFORMETER SETUP
The plastic model is shown clamped in gages at the feet with
floating gages mounted at four points on the span. The microscopes
are set over targets on the plastic model. All gages have normal
plugs in them so that the readings correspond to the uncut bent.
Substitution of the thrust, shepr, and moment plugs at any gage
leads to the calculation of the influence coefficient at that
gage position for a load at a microscope position. The gages are
stored with the plugs in the box at the upper left in the picture.
The box at the upper right normally holds the microscopes.

FIGURE Ub END VIEW OF THE DEFORKETER SETUP
The micrometer measuring head is teen near the eyepiece of the
microscope. The knob on the head controls the movement of the
cross-hairs in the field of vision of the microscope. Coarse
readings of 100 units are made at the crosshairs on a scale in
the field of vision, and the knob ie graduated in 100 units per
revolution for a fine reading. This reading can be interpolated
by eye to 0.1 of a fine reading unit. Each unit is approximately
equal to 0.001 millimeter.
10

FIOUBE He OBLIQ.UE VIEW OF THE EEFORMETER SETUP
Plugs are clearly shown in this view as are the glass plates on
which the model rests. Lead weights on the bent model hold the
model on the hall hearings so that it is in a plane at those points.
These hall hearings rest on the glass plates. Floating gages also
rest on glaas plate3, which in turn rest on other hall hearings,




All readings were averaged and the differences between
averaged readings for plugs and the reversed positions were taken.
Then these differences were divided by the microscope constants
from Table I. Tor thrust and shear plogs, these give the ratio between
the movement of the microscope targets to the motion of the gage —
and since both are in microtoope units, the ratio is diraensionless.
It is the yz/ya value referred to in Appendix I. For the moment
plugs the difference divided by the constant gives the moment at the
gage point for a unit load at the target points.
These influence coafficlents were plotted on their respec-
tive graphs in Appendix 71. From these points faired values of Axial
Force , Shear, and Bending Moment were abtained. The slope of the
bending moment curve was determined from an integration of the shear
curve and this elope was used in obteinlng the faired bending moment
curve as well as the influence point? frca the microscope headings.
These faired curves were cross plotted to obtain the deform-
eter influence lines (solid lines) as shown in Figure 5.
THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
The simplest bay portal frame that could be assumed was
chosen to represent t.h« transverse bent. The legs were assumed to
have the same moment of inertia from the deck to the knee. The knee
was assumed, rigid. The bean wee assumed to have a constant moment of
inertia and different from the legs. These arbitrary values chosen
were from Appendix III and are representative as average values of
the actual effective moments of inertia of the bent.
MOMENTS OF INERTIA



































The formulas for determining the theoretical influence lines
using these assumptions were taken from Reference 27 and the calculations
are shovn in Appendix VII.
These theoretical influence lines are plotted as the dashed
lines in Figure 5»
A more rigorous mathematical treatment could hare "been used;
however, it was not thought necessary to complicate the theory at this
time because of the close agreement In the shape of the theoretical
and deforraeter influence line curves.
DERIVATION OF THE BENT DESIGN FORMULA
Theoretical and deformeter values from the influence lines
curves and the stress values from the prototype Yorktown bent, abstracted
from the DTMB-EMB report and tabulated in Appendix VII I
}
were used to
determine the Bending Moment Curves and Total Stress Curves, figures
6, 7*. an^ 3. The calculations that determine the stress curves for
the theoretical and deformeter cpsos from their respective bending
moment values and the calculations for determining the bending moment
curves for the prototype case from the stress values are given in
Appendix IX. Since theory and practical experience dictates that
the maximum bending moment for a load occurs under the load, and
since the points calculated from the full scale data of the prototype
indicate that the maximum bending moment does not occur under the load,
the value at 9PI was obviously in error for the port load. The value
at SPI for the centerline load does not fair in and it was assumed
that the point was also in error, and was disregarded in the fairing.
For the port load this point also does not fair in, and hence was
again in error, but assuming this error to be constant, the point












STATIONS ALONG BENT, l"= 48"

The maximum value of bending moment and stress for the port
load was assumed to he at 9PI , the location of the load. The value of
the bending moment at this point was taken to be the same percentage of
the maximum deformeter value at the point as was the centerllne load
prototype to deformeter ratio. These curves were then faired in.
Difference curves, figures 9 and 10 were next obtained.
These curves are plots of the stress differences between the theo-
retical and deformeter values, the theoretical and prototype values,
and the deformeter and prototype values. The calculations for these
point 8 are tabulated in Appendix X. Curves were faired through these
points and for the curves shown, mean stress difference lines were
plotted as straight lines. These mean stress difference lines were
used to determine the coefficients in the bent design formula.
The derivation of the bent design formula is given in
Appendix XI. This formula is as follows:
where: S r Stress in prototype bent girder lower flange in psi
S*cl= Calculated stress in bent girder under load in psi
S - Calculated stress in bent girder at end of span in psi
x - Distance of stress point from £ in inches
a - Distance of load point from g in Inches
1 r Distance of end of span from g in Inches
Kl» Kp = Constants from figure 11
If S ci and Sce are calculated from theory K^T and Kg-,
are used and if they are calculated from the deformeter method K^D













The limits of validity of this formula ere indicated by the
vertical dashed lines in figure 11. Since the mean stress difference
curve deviated sharply from a straight line relationship at about 63#
of the half bent span from centerllne, this determined the limit of
validity of the formula.
The location of the concentrated load from centerllne is
expressed by the abcissa of the curves as the percentage of the dist-
ance from centerllne of the bent to centerllne of the bent leg.
The ordinate of the curves gives the values of K^ and K2 for theo-
retical and deformeter solutions at concentrated load points. Above
the centerllne are the values of the constants for determining stresses
to port of the load point, and below the centerllne are the values







The major problems in the analysis of stresses in an air-
craft carrier bent are as follows:
1. The determination of the proportion of the applied load
carried by the transverse bent and the proportion carried by the
longitudinal members to intermediate girders and other bents in the
near vicinity of the bent under consideration.
2. Selection of the effective structural members in the
vertical legs and horizontal girder for calculating the area, moment
of inertia, and section modulus of the bent at each section. This
becomes very difficult at the knee. The best method is to be found
in reference 22, a modification of which was used in determining
these values for the knee of this model.
3. Solution for stresses in a bent hav*Qg these values of
area, moment of inertia, and section modulus. Any rigorous solution
based on the elastic theory is bound to involve a very complicated
solution by means of relaxation or some similar method.
A comparatively simple method of analysis of stresses in
a transverse bent of the USS Torktown for concentrated loads on that
bent has been developed in this thesis, which method will apply with
reasonable accuracy to a bent on any carrier with a system of flight
deck structure of similar construction, arrangement, and scantlings.
Knowing the load for which a bent is to be designed and
the allowable stress in the lower flange of the bent, nominal areas
and moments of inertia for the legs and girder are then assumed.
23

The values of S and S •. are computed by means of the theoretical
method given in reference 27* When these assumed values give a
solution for 3 that is essentially equal to the allowable value of
S , then the values of area and moment of inertia thus determined
may be used to design the sections of a bent. After the bent has
been designed, it can be tested by means of the Beggs Deformeter,
and the values of S„i and S again determined. Using these newca ce
values and the K, , and K_. values from figure 11, the deformeterId 2d
Sz value can be determined by the formula. This S value should
exist in the actual bent if constructed as designed and tested to
these loads and should also agree with the value determined by the
theoretical method.
The reason for the use of the Beggs Deformeter is evident
from the curves of figure 11. The K, , and Kpd values are very nearly
the same for the deformeter solution. This indicates a high degree
of comparison between the deformeter solution of stress in a two
dimensional bent and the stress in its full-scale three dimensional
prototype. The fact that E^ and K_ are not unity reveals the effect
of the adjoining third dimensional structure since the deformeter
model is a two dimensional representation of the full scale proto-
type standing alone. This means that the solutions are more nearly
representative of what the stresses actually are in the bent than
are the theoretical solutions.
In figures 10 and 11 it can be seen that within the limits
of validity of the formula, the difference between the theoretical
and deformeter values is practically a constant for the two loads.
For the centerline load it is about 2000 psl and for the port load
about 1700 psl. This shows that there is good correlation between
24

the theoretical and deformeter data. The deformeter model auto-
matically correct* the solution for S^ and S , for thie difference,
ce cl




The Beggs Deformeter Is a very useful tool in the solution
of complicated ships' structures. Although it Is not as rapid as a
simply derived and applied theoretical formula, it is much faster
than a very rigorous and accurate theoretic- 1 solution would be. By
its very nature it tends to remove the Inherent inaccuracies of simple
theory applied to complicated structures.
From the deformeter solution and full-scale test data an
empirical formula was derived which will give a representative pic-
ture of the distribution of stress. It is believed that this formula
was derived in a logical manner and will give reasonable results for
transverse bents of similar or normal construction under similar
loading systems,
BECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that additional analyses of other bents
or similar structures be made, using the method presented herein,
in order to plot more points on the curves of constants in figure 11.
This will greatly refine and improve them to such an extent that
possibly a simple design criterion would result which would contain
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THEORY OF DETOEMITER AND MODEL SIMILITUDE

THEORY 01 THE DETORMETER METHOD
The Beggs Deformeter method is based on the Mailer -
Breslau principle and on the Maxwell - Bettl reciprocal theorem. The
latter theorem Is applicable to linear structures and enables the
former principle to be proved for indeterminate structures. Therefore
proof of the suitability of the Beggs method will be simply derived
from the latter.
Consider the following equations for the deflections of a
simple beam: \H \F^
7X _ kj^ + *12F2
y2 ^ k21fx + k22P2
Where y and 7 are as noted on the figure and knn Is a coeffi-
cient in standard use: the influence coefficient or flexibility coef-
ficient.
In general, for n loads
?n - 'nl'l + kn2*2 + • • • + knn'n
Maxwell and Betti proved that k12 = k21 » or, in general,
kjj = kji , 1 = 1,2,3 J =1,2,3.... ' *nd this relation is true
for any kind of linear elastic structure.






If the support at Q, is removed and a load ?x Is applied at any
point z then the deflection at 0, caused by this load will be
Pxkqx =1 *x*xQ/ To null ify the deflection at Q, an opposing force
of Bq must he applied each that Hok^—
^x^Qx • or
And* similarly, if a force F~ it required to cause a deflection yn
in the absence of the support , then
yq - ^qTq
and at any other point x on the structure
Then
Henoe it follows that if the ratio of deflections yx and Jq can be
determined then the ratio of kq. and Kqq Is known.
The deformeter aethod accomplishes this by (a) applying an
arbitrary known deflection yn at the point of redundancy or where
foroe values are required by the Insertion Into gages of closely
machined plugs , (b) measuring the deflections yx , at another point
where a known or assumed force is acting, by a filar microscope,
such measurement to be in the direction in which ?x is acting. Then ,
in the equation
Ra may be computed and will be the component , of the total force
acting at 0, , that is acting in the direction in which Vq was
applied.
It reaains then to convert Bq which le within the structure
(In this case, the model) to the corresponding Bq in another Structure
1-2

(the prototype) through the application of theories of model
similitude.
MODEL SIMILITUDE
In developing the characteristics of the model to achieve
model similitude with the structure, dimensional analysis by the
Buckingham - theorem is used.
Consider a simple bay portal frame:
The deflection of the frame under action of the load J





, I 2 » E, P)
when deflection due to axial and shear forces is assumed negligible.
By the use of the Buckingham IT- theorem and Van Driest 's
rule this nay be expressed:






















l **l -2 c l
7T, - L • L ' (FL ) • L -
a?
ub~ c2
77*..= L * L ' (FL"2 ) * L =
a, Ub c 4
rT5 -L
D
' L * " (FL"2 ) * • L =0
TT aU **bU --3 CU"4~ L • L • (PL ") * F ~
where equating to zero indicates that the TT -values are dimension-
less. Solving the equations for L :
&l + kt 1 - 2cj_ -4 1 -
a2 4 Ub2 - 2c2 + 1 -
a3 4 Ub,
- 2c 4 U r
au 4 ^bu - 2014 -
for F :
ci — c2 - c^ - , c^ — 1 - 0, or cu - -1
Referring to the dimensional equations for /7 it is seen that
b^i b2 , and a? are now superfluous since the equations may be
satisfied by low integer values of the literal exponents remaining.
Hence, setting the extraneous exponents equal to zero, we have
a^ 4 1 — , or a^ — -1
a
2
-t 1 - , or a
2
= -1
lib, -*- U — , or b ~ -i
Substituting the value of cu in the last dimension?.! equation for 77" :
au f Ub u 4 2 -













' 77i - ^
* 7r3 - ±2 • 7T„
*1




7 = i(ft( h x 2 Pi2 )
^ T * TJ ' ST
For flexural similarity of two portal framec the 77 -values
of the deflection equation must be the same for both. Therefore the




ratio of moments of inertia must be the same as dictated by 7f» - 2 .
v m2 1 lEquality of Jf2 =. *• and 774 r ±i is used to correlate the loads
and deflections of the frames. A further requirement for similarity is
that both frames obey Hooke's Law under loading. If the effect of
axial and shear forces are neglected (as they are in this development
and in the model tests) the values of J'oisson's ratio for the two
frames need not be considered.
Choosing a model layout scale J^ times as l?.rge as the
8
i






(depth) d = r d
n
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From the above it has been sho%m that the 7T -values can be equilibrated
for both model and prototype.
1-6

The general equation for deflection at any point P^ on a
structure due to a force P„ applied at any point R is:
yP = tr K i l3
where K is a constant taking into account layout arrangement, posi-
tion of the load and its general iistribution throughout the stricture,
and the action of the abutting members. Here again we neglect deflec-
tions due to axial, phear, and torsional forces.
Again employing the concept of influence or flexibility
coefficients, k^ :
where kpR is the flexibility coefficient of the section at P.
For flexural similarity of two structures the flexibility
coefficients describing deflection characteristics must be of the
same ratio for both structures. Or, where m denotes the model:





Then: r x 3
1 *P
*?£ = £~7T~ "" ~
Let K, = K, , indicating that the general arrangement and loading
of the prototype and model are the same.
Dropping subsrcipts P and R :
ym l 3 - y ll
But due to the 77 - values being the same for model and prototype:
f-









- ( i" )
2 44 . 7m
h
Substituting I = r I and 1 — s 1 into this force equation:










A.nd since y — s ym
*m
m
Hence, for homogeneous materials and for the use of the seme scale
factors throughout, this ratio reduces to a constant for all similar
points on both the prototype and the model.
Thus it is shown that the flexural similarity requirements
may be met (that is, model and prototype TT -values equal and the
ratio of flexibility coefficients constant for similar points) by use
of a homogeneous model with a layout scale of _ and a cross-section
scale of y •
Since the model ia cut from a sheet of constant thickness t_
m
its cross-section will be rectangular and its moment of inertia will be?
I = * 4
ro 1
And the depth or width of the member at the cross-section will bet








V.'ith a constant thickness tm and a constant cross-sectional scale r
this reduces to:
for points on the model corresponding to similar points on the proto-
type. An arbitrary choice of values for C will then automatically
determine a value for r and afterwards the value of r need not be
considered in determining the dimensions of the model.
For this thesis a value of C = .02 was used, derived as
follows:
Thayer indicate? th>=t the width of the member at the crown
should be around 2$> of the span of the model for good flexibility.
^midspanm ~ Cy^iispanp













- lp - 840 using a scale factor £" = 12"
-f
~2*4"
or s - 24
Then
.02 x gkQ _ q
dspan^
Therefore we used C = .0^! for simplification of our calculations.
1-9

It is quite simple to relate forces or moments derived from




Fp - F, y, , and Fj, - Ft y7
Choose Tl — Fk in magnitude. ?1 being the assumed force on the
model and F^ being the actual force on the prototype. Then
Substituting
Similarly:
I1 — Fi. . s y1 = y^ , s y2
= y7
P
































Hence forces existing in the prototype may "be derived from
the model, if the assumed load on the model equals the actual load
on the prototype, by multiplying the assumed **orce on the model by a
ratio of displacements of the model. Similarly, . moments existing in
the prototype may he calculated "by multiplying the assumed force by
a ratio of displacements of the model and, further, by the layout
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2oo4 3 U45.5 1^37.
f
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/333,2 p?**.* 2 £ 6/. 6 Z25C.O
I3Z%J 22*5. <=> 2 £6 $ . 6 ?2<*<.2
1 }4o,i 22M..2 24, 6 6. 1 ZtQt.l
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b 6 o . o 3 4 3 3 -
/ 2 fl g 4 24 33- fr
f /??,? 3 7 3 2 .3






•£&2*A 24^ - 2
25*?# 243S-6
Z5ZLQ 24^4.3
2 5 3Q.3 43 7. Z
1*12 f* ^A47
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/2*/J 24 4 7 . jT












2567,7 24 37 3
<?53g*2
g g '3 ar > /
/639Q.S 9^*3
e*9 7-6
; 2 g o . 4>
/ 3 .'7.2
- 7-3





Thrust constant = 1296.7
AT = .3U3OO - .30701 - .03599
1 an. - 1296.7 — 1296.7 = 1003.0 units
TTx 25.W06 x .65555 1.2528
Shear constant = 1283.2
AS - .3U302 - .30702 .03600
1 mm. - X2g3* g = 128?.
2
= 992.3 units
frx g.Wx. 6*666 ' T^#
Moment constant - 1317.2 = 1317.2 « 10.759
5.161 x 21 iSOS*
Am =
.32773 - .32232 = .005U1
1 mm. - 1317.2 x 1.5 1317.2 - 996.6 units
f2Tx 25.400 x .00541 x 5.101 x 2 I0M7
Manufacturers 1 furnished calibration dsta 1 mm. = 999 units(iO.U^)
MICROSCOPE 108AL
Thrust constant - 1288.5
At = .3U3000 - .30701 = .03599
1 mm. = 1288.5 - 1288.5 = 996. 7 units
vTx 25.UMV.OJ599 T^2t
Shear constant — 1289.0
As = .34302 - .30702 = .03600
1 mm. — 1289.0 1 = 1289.0 - 996.8 units
7Tx 25.W* -Wo— T"2^
Moment constant = 1325.8 r^ I325.8 - 10.829
5.IOI x 24 l22.U2'i
Am =
.32773 - .32232 = .00541
1 ™>. = 1325.8 x 1.5 =. 1325.8 = 1003.1 units
^x 23. 400 i.605'41 x 5.101 x r T755T7




Thrust constant = 1287*6
At - .3^300 - .30701 - .03599
1 mm. ^ 1287.6 =. 1287.
ft-x 25.U8A x .ft«§5 ^92"
6 =- 996.0 unit*
o
Shear constant - 1293*6
A s = . 3^302 - . 30702 = . 03600
1 urn. - 1293.6 = 1293.6 - 1000.3 units
JTx'EMx .OjfeM T2&2
Moment constant = 1329*3 = 1329.3 = 10.S58
Mai x gr l^rteu
Am = .32773 - .32232 = .005U1
In, = 1329 .3 ac lp - 1329-3 — 1005.2 units
7?x SS.UMx .WUl x^.161 x 2 17521?










SUMMARY OP AREAS, MOMENTS OP INERTIA, SECTION MODULI, and MODEL
DIMENSIONS
Section A in2 k I in
1*
Z In3 h d, in
1 115. 24 39.25 139.175 3545.9 51.823 1.036
2b 111.29 39.25 133.169 3392.8 51.166 1.023
2t 100.67 43.06 115.241 2676.3 4g.663 .973
3o 97.71 42.97 110,931 2581.6 4«.049 .961
3t 87.63 38.94 97.106 2493.7 45.967 .919
U 76.29 38.94 80,214 2059.9 43.127 .863
5 67.29 38.75 66.631 1719.5 40.541 .811
Port knee 115.78 70.40 215.389 3059.5 59.943 1.199
A 47.96 41.74 46.185 1106.5 35.878 .718
B 41.61 42.26 37.081 877.5 33.347 .667
C 48.11 37.02 45. 680 1233.9 35.747 .715
D 54.11 37.16 54,400 1*63.9 37.807 .756
S 66.61 41.06 62,094 1512.3 39.599 .792
P 73.50 51.00 107.837 2114.4 47.591 .952
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b 3£>.c 7 r Jiit '
.-- 3g.?r S#0S~<£ 5*^ 3
c 3.«r 7*£3 245 a <^- 3.5T5TB <J t / */ -4 • /£
d j£ *
~ 74 6 5 245 -Z, .5" 3<r.^6 4't4 4 "3
» ^6 .'.-'•, 2:9 ; " / / £ & . A 6 /509/ o o / 599 /
f
•
re .^ 4<>.7S> * - /9-'9 29? 29*5""
9 . 6 £O.CG /b,C£ o '9- '9 29? .295*
h 3". 25" 3^7 //.93 ^r 3S 3*8 J.f/4 4^9
i 3-2 r 3-67 // -9' ^"
_
3S. S6 4"4 d//$
i «>fc./>
ey
- 0O * 36 7$" ^4cSQ. sq - ,





b t - /. " /<y r 34, "
c -^ X 3 " X ^ ^_
d dc
6 t "Z7S ' I. = 765"^
f 5^ ' * - "£ " *-? 7-4 -*" JV 4 7** c-ci* Tr-G**** y\ s:4h * J4 L I
g do
h 4 " x 5 " * ^ " <_
i ;/ c











AREA ARM MOMENT le if Ak 2 l
•» — — — -
—
—
5^-0 76 2652. o 3 58-75" S/ O S3 sS~/C S~Co
y.^r 7^.83 ZA-5.S.O S" 55*. s*e '///-? 4t /9
5.-WT 7-0 S£ s-45 >Z& <- 35^*8 4n4. 4//9
£8.69 39.^5" //24 -0& /J99/ o o /399/
.8 sra.44 4&. 7sr o /9/9 29-T 2$3"
a ZOO(o /fc.or o /9.'9 Z9t" 2.95"
?.2r 5.17 //,93 JT js::r8 4-H4- 4//9
5-^ 2.17 //.93 5" 5sT*re 4.nA 4/t9
34.o >3b /7>°o 3 38-75- S/osZ S/c<u








e t~. 575"' xTr 76- 5"'












AREA ARM MOMENT lo Ak 2 X
a
- » - - - - -
b 54,o 77-49 }&4/.4<e 3 54,6 *> 40774 «*o 7-77
c 3.2? 14. SX, Z42> 'Q .$ 3/4<* 3^/7 3Z2 Z.
d 3.JLS- 74.SZ Z4Z./9 J/,4<e 3Z/7 3ZZZ
& £B4>9 3**4 ///7./9 /599/ 4.IZ 461 Z4476
f •Bo re./S 4k. To /T.Ol /BZ, / &<.
9 ,8o i%.7f tTttO 23.31 43T 4*>T
h Xz*~ 3.3<c /0.O*. r 3^-7o 5*/^^ r/ey
i XZS' 5.34 /*.<9£ s 59. >* 5V^X TiZl
J
Z7.1& .34 7.9r 3 42.7£ 426&6 4Z toll
SUM tOOhl 43.<?& 433ST/2 /4c 7 /0/2.2.4 //T24/
SCANTL INGS
Dm = 3T= 4%,<*el
a
b t* lo* «r* ?4"
c
d do
e t - .375- , ** 7^,r
yf









AREA ARM MOMENT To \C Ak 2 I
a —
-
- — - — —
b 3Z.ZS~ 77-63 Z5"b5*.5"0 .? J4.72 -3SQ7 7 3986o
c 3.Z~ 14.S-ZL .2-^, /9 5" 3v,xs- 32&-T 3Mb
d 5.zuT 14.5^ ,24?,/
9
^T 3/.«r ~52$s— jrjL^s
& 28.^9 7S.94 ///7,/9 /J9^/ ^.05 4&(o l44?T7
f ,Ac •JTS./5 <*£,5~C O /S-.14* /£4 t84
g .So /9.*r /5:So ZS2Z 43/ 43/
h 3.2£- J.jfc. /<?.<32. .r 39-6/ S&99 S~/c4
i jzr J.54 /^.^e sT 3^6/ 3-099 ^"/c4
J $z.n .*<* 75-4 / 4*. 6 5 4d2<}£ 4#z9/
SlfM 97.7/ 4197 dm.ir Mo/tT 9^5/ 6 //095/
SCANTL INGS
Dm = ^r= ^g,0*9
a
b t = /.o" */-- ^z.zr*
c 5£1 •5<£="£77<CA/ /
d ofa
























2:?,/7 77. rs /7/S&4 / 3T£,i-9 JJO/5" 3 5o/e
3-2a"
-7J-*Z. JZ4>.*9 *r 55T5-8 -4/Z-4 4//'9
3.^<" 74. £2 Z4z,/q s* 35: -rg 4n4 4n 9
'£&49 5P.94 //'1./9 /59V <D /399/
#£c d"B./,5 J&. ro /fc/9 £9*- ;W
.eo /ftzr /?* 80 /9./9 *9r* 2<;r
3.i3T zr.*4 /0-9-L 5* zr.xB -*//* 4//9
32$* 5.56 //?,<9£
.r s*.r& 4n4~ 4//9
zz.a .J4 7^ / 5G.6C ZtoZZ^ ?5*&5




b t* .48*?" ur-- "SZ.ZS"*
c $*£. S^r C TtO+J /
d do





















b /&.r 7 7.X5 /.? 79-2 5" / 39.^ 24s~7/ <24S-7Z
c 3.2Z~ 74SZ, ^.^./9 S' JX^ <4n<4 4ti9
d 3.ZST 14. SX. 242. '9 s Ji's-e <4tt4- 4"9
& 2S.6<$ 3Q.94 Z//7./9 /399/ o o /599/
f ,&a S&>'5 46..T& a /9-'? ^9r- ^9i~
g .go /9.7S A*Tgo © /9,/9 -59^ ^9^r
h X24~ 5.<S6 /£>.9Z. £" 557518 4-H4 4//9
i 5.ZS- 3.4><o /4.QZ S 5rra 4n4 4/>9
J /tr * j**- JJ76/ / 5&.£>o Z+SV4 24S%4
SIfM 76.-29 58.94 J*97*S7 MO'S &C>z.q/ 8oz/4
SCANTL IN6S
Dm = $TZ 4"S./21
a
b t^ .<%S7S- V un 24"
c £ ft S«ir"<.7-/£Aj /
d ate
6 "f - • 37*-" <c ?6 S"'
















b /<?<?© 77.2r 9*7.00 .56.ro /7767 /7767
c 3.Zs- 74>*>l Z.4/.S7 -T 3^ S"fi 4^/t4 4//9
d 5-ZS- 7**3 Z4/.S7 J~ ssrrg 4 n4 4nq
» z&<><$ sejr ////, 7* /399/ o c /?9^/
f
.fco S7.W 4(, 7$$m o /9<'9 29:T ^9,r
9 .8c '<2.5Z> /r-^r o j% '9 29r -asar
h SZiT 3 '7 /o*"$o 6" 5s: ss -4/ A* -c///9
i 5.2r 5.'7 /6. 5^> T 5*.s% 4<l4 4"9
J /Z.co ,xr ZJ.tfo o 36. S2> '778 7 /77S7









e *r- J7r £*74.r"
f





















AREA ARM MOMENT To \f AK 2 l
a £.£,7^ /^fijar 7<ts:o Z7 17. er 96&0 966 7
b /A 3/ /GS.ZS /ZZSlC ?zer /&>ZZ O /<£ ^ X, O
c <£. S*o /c^ZZ 664. r /o 34,35 79Zo 79 5C
X











g fe ~ — — — — —
h Cs.So 5'7 "^5.C /o 67 £-S 29 38
O
^9"59o
i 7- So /G.Sb 7S*& &$h ^>9 £46 8 ff"o Z7 /go
j








a ^*,5"' *e*^8?^ - &' B. c/cti.fj if.*-- U)
b i_=.,47Z'* (a.trz.cf* -f«JO c/€.tfc /afaH'- } &*- Z4"
c *\ 3"x '/*" L. C2>
X
e t .- .r5" &«*©>?3
f
g
h -fx 3" x ^" i. (Z)
i f^7S H £- zo"







API A ARM MOMENT Jo k' A k 2 I
a 3- &fe Si .05" Jer-3.x ! -4(= -4/- // 6- 1 ' U'k. 3<L
b 9. /.r //- . ; / J44 c , / 34 .f7 / / 6 52. tlbt~2
c
— —








e ?Jb, s'o 3£.Ji" 9o/. * / // c J.59 Z70 m4o
f
.
£- :" 5Z. <<-'l 5'M/ *" 1+1
.
7 -' 7g ..'
'





j 9 74,' .55 J*. 7o Q ^-- -> )U >
SUM 47 9u
.
-41 14- ; i - -\ f! li'l 3SOC& 4'* fS. •"
SCANTLINGS
Dm = ^J = S - (
t.z " -o" A - /z.z/"
—f 7S" tar- ,3 "
)
t - , 3/a :" " /,. » 7S7/3 "
J" x /. g4 " x J A * /A 77.^ Ct/j~ -fretn & ' * 4.4* J 4 L JL.
dc





AREA ARM MOMENT Io « Ak 2 I
a 3&0» sz.es «'C i ^J • ^-- .*•> -4 Co A<d5°) Go3o <cG7<0
b &.5o 7i>.44 4<^.8fc O J4./6 75^*2 7?34-
c ~







e 23>.££ 38.34 <3o£.7<4 S/2.92 3.^ 3&3> //bS'S'
f .65" 5^.&3 34.£/ o /fl,57 70 7S
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SUM 4hl>\ 4Z.Z<c> 1 /?58.*>o //33S ZS74t 372 S/
SCANTLINGS
Dm =^T= 33.347
a ** .A«563", L* /2.3/°
b 6 -.5"
,
A" - / 3 "
c
d
e f - .'Stzs" >£ - ^5.^3"










AREA ARM MOMENT Io k y Ak 2 I
"3.64. g^.85" 303^5 46 45 85 7^67 7 7 3 3











£3.45 58.14 9o4 74 //292- / 3Z 41 //53 3
.65 rs.^s 3^-2/ o AT.&/ /SB A$*fl
• 65 Zj4,0(o /r.fc4 />? 9* /o<$ /o 9
3,i-< 3. '7 //.?c r 35.gr 37ZA 37.2 9
3.2 5 3. <7 //. 5c 33.65 37*4 iV2 9
fc.5"<0 .25 AfeX © 5<*J7 878& 6 7£ 8





a ir * .*9&9* <€* /2.i/ *
b 6- .5" ' . A/fi /5 '
c
d
e r- . 3/2.-S-" it - 7.i~: i-9"
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\"<. / 7
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ARFA ARM MOMENT 1° k' Ak 2 I
a 3>6fc &ZBS s©^;^ .46> 4S<&9 744/ 7^8 7
















.65 sz.&r JW2/ /Z.41 /j-& /J> ^
g .£,£ 24.sk /5,£>4 /3. Id //z //-e
h 3..&S* 3/7 //5c 3" 33,99 "57SS 37£o
i 3.^^" 3./7 //. 5o 55.99 375*6" 376a
j
5.5-0 .^5" Z. 38 a 5^,9/ /^9^ fZSJZ.
SUM <^- // 377^ Zo/C.W //34S ^33<r;e. S44cc
SCANTL INGS
Dm = 3T= 37e°7
a t = .*°>^ *
,
/t c /Z 3/ 1






e t^ . ins"' >(. - 7JT^<£"
f 5^.1 5rtr/o/v /i
g do
h 5^ t"irCr/CA/ C*
i do












n ± i i
5&<LT/&AJ /z.
AREA ARM MOMENT To k' Ak 2 I
a 3.&fc 82.&T 33M*S 4& 4A 79 439^. fc4 38
b 9-sb 7h,44 72&</£ © 35.38 //?9Z //89Z
c 5.*£* 73. TZ. ^38 .94 jT 5£.4& -$4z4 14; -j
d 5.25" 73. SZ. 236G4 ^T 32,<<b 14*4 B^9
• ^5^r 58M 904 ,?4 /^9;c £72. /7S //<*&7
f ,^r S3 ^ 54 .-aw c //. 57 87 8/
.fcjr 34'£><o /5?£4 o /7.oq /66 \ /£€
h 5.2.T" - (/7 //,5e J~ 17 6^ f6&& 441/
i 3.2tS" 3^7 //.Jo J" 57.89 4&k6> 4U7I
j Q.ro .zr 2.38 o <4o.<&\ /$B*.Z 'f&ZZ




a £ .- ,.2949 " -d= /« 5/ " ;
1 , i A
b £ -; 15 Ar- * /9 "
c
-*£>5 " x '/A " L.
d do
• t= , 3-/i5 - /- 7^.^ 9 " /
f S*£ S<sSLT?OsU. A '
9 do -
\












AREA ARM MOMENT lo \f Ak 2 I
a J. g9 (CO,if 76997 s&> -49. 2€ 943S~ 949'
b //.7£ 95.4S* //00.$4 42.4S i;zz & Xj 2.ZS
c I.SO ^0.54 SBA.iT/ /o 59. r4 /G/t*Z /C/7Z
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ^LASTIC USED IN MODEL
A sample of the plastic supplied with the Begge Deformeter
equipment vae trken to the Material Laboratory, Nev York Naval Sixi^*-
yard, Brooklyn, N.Y., for analysis. It was determined to be polymer-
ized methyl methacrylate. Manufactured by DuToni. a: id Fohm & Haas Co.
it is knowa as "Lucite" and NPlexiglaB M respectively. The sample of
plastic is Plexiglas and data relating to its mechanical properties
wa3 taken from Rohm & Haas Co. pamphlets (see References). The data
presented hens is that pertinen'. culy co condition a to which the
model was exposed and represents average iraluei*.
The follov/ing characteristics v/ere deem • useful for possi-
ble determination of correction factors to represent changes due to
the varying environmental conditions. It is questionable, however, if
such correction factors would enhance the accuracy cf the final results
of the model tects, or whether they would represent accurately the
characteristics of the particular plastic specimen used.
a. Amount thickness variation: 10$ within the sheet





c. Cold flow or creep: Limiting allowable stress at
which Plexiglas does not flow more than 10$ in
100,000 hours at 25°C is approximately 5,000
psi for indoor service.
IV^

Plexiglas is a thermoplastic resin. Its properties vary with
temperature. These properties also v^ry witb a*-:e, conditioning, and
previous history of the sample. Fortunately, thece latter variations
are only slight, if not negligible, "both because o"** Plexiglas 1 chem-
ical stability and because it absorbs very little moisture. Litte is
known of the previous history of the sample used other than it is
more than one year old. "B&oed on physical appearances it was aspumad
that there was no application of conditioning or prestrossing. Varia-
tions occur with changes in thickness of the sample. 3Tet, because the
plastic u^.ed iu the model was from sheets of esseutialiy constant
thickness (within the Units of the aforementioned 10$ rrargin) it was
felt that these variations were negligible.
The following graphs, of data taken from tests conducted
by Rohm & Haas Co. on C9?t acrylic sheets at a straining rate of
.050 in. per minute (ar.d ?.t Z?°C (77°F) for the tests relating age
and property variance), represent changes in the etrengtn character-
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Small local stresses may "be B*»t up "by sawing or machining
Plexiglas, but these are of no great importance unless a considerable
area of the material is involved, Tne layer of local stress can be
materially reduced "by use of slow cutting sp^ei;, sharp tools, and
either oil or water coolants applied to the cut. Furthermore, "by
proper and careful sanding or filing o>'" the cut surfaces it is felt
that the layers of stressed area were removed and that the finished
model cas essentially stress-free throughout its cross-section. All
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THEORETICAL SOLUTION FOR INFLUENCE LINES















Ha = M> =
L 2Aft -t "zJ
9-VA ^^J
V& x + Me
Reference 27, Frame Ul 9 pp 150-1 VII-1

CM X = Mx/p M0KE5? INFLUENCE COEFFI T.3NT
CVx - V* J
?
SHEAR INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT





= xCvv, - Be




4 : 4^ \to IN*
\\ - 11.75*21 /a/
/// " 2.233
A/2 - 2-336
SCALE ItEFERS TO D\STANCt FRo*i <£ IN GjGQPH SC4i£ UA//rs
vi 1-3

GALOULATIQI OT AXIAL FORCB AND SHXAR INJLUKNCB COXmCIXNYS
iS i-p 2f 2M 1 R/** 1/H/lp CTxl Cv*« (*H» o*« SCALE
0.0 1.0 0.0 -l.G -1.00 -.U17U .5826 .0000 -1.0000 0.00 0.0000 180.0
C.l 0.9 0.2 -0. -0.72 -.3005 .6995 .0700 -0.9300 0.09 0.1801 144*3
0.2 0.6 O.U -0.6 -0.U8 -.200U .7996 .1599 -0.8U01 0.16 0.3201 107.2
0.3 0.7 0.6 -o.U -0.28 -.1169 .8831 .26U9 -0.7351 0.21 0.U202 71.5
O.U 0.6 o.g -0.2 -0.12 -.0501 .9^99 .3800 -0.6200 0.24 0.U802 35-7
0.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.00 .0000 1.0000 .5000 -0.5000 0.25 0.5002 0.0
o.6 O.U 1.2 0.2 0.08 .033* 1.033* .6200 -O.38OO 0.2* 0.4802 -35.7
0.7 0.3 l.U O.U 0.12 .0501 1.0501 • 7351 -0.2649 0.21 0.4202 -71.5
V
CALCULATION OF B AND B' CONSTANTS
p l-P 2P 2£-l
2»-l
**2 hi-fi) ( ) B ( ) B» SCALE
0.0 1.0 0.0 -1.0 -.2086 0.00 .2392 .0000 .656U .0000 180.0
0.1 0.9 0.2 -0.8 -.1669 0.09 .2809 .0253 .61U7 .0553 1UU.3
0.2 0.8 o.u -0.6 -.1252 0.16 .3226 .0516 .5730 .0917 107.2
0.3 0.7 0.6 -o.u -.0835 0,21 • 36U3 .0765 .5313 .1116 71.5
o.U 0.6 0.8 -0.2 -.0U17 0.2U .U061 .0975 .*895 .1175 35.7
0.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 .0000 0.25 .UU78 .1119 .UU78 .1119 0.0
0.6 O.U 1.2 0.2 .0U17 0.2U .U895 .1175 .U06I .0975 -35.7




p B CVxl (x/l)Cyx .( -B) °ltxl SCALI
0.00 0.0000 .0000 0.0000 0.0000 000.0000 180.0
0.10 0.0253 .0700 0.02U4 -.0009 - 0.756 1UU.3
0.20 0.0516 .1599 0.0558 0.00U2 3.528 107.2
0.30 0.0765 .26U9 0.092U 0.0159 13.356 71.5
0.U0 0.0975 .3800 0.1326 0.0351 29.H8H 35.7
0.50 0.1119 .5000 O.I7UU O.0625 52.500 0.0
0.60 0.1175 .6200 0.2163 0.1988 82.992 -35.7







T " r W - \1J _ -
K
1-CVxl
x'/l'K ( ) CMx2
0.00 o.occo 0.0000 1.0000 0.6511 0.65H 5U6.92
0.10 0.0553 C.C700 0.9300 0.6055 0.5502 462.17
C.20 0.0917 0.1599 0.8U01 0.5^70 0.U553 382. U5
0.30 c.1116 0.26U9 0.7351 O.U7S6 0.3670 308.28
c.Uo 0.1175 0.3800
0.5c 0.1119 0.5000
0.60 0.0975 0.6200 0. 3800 O.2U7U 0. 1U99 126.00




f B CVxl U/i)cVl .( -B) ^l SCALl
0.00 0.0000 .0000 0.0000 0.0000
. 0.0000 180.0
0.10 0.02*53 .0700 0.0399 0.0146 12.261* 144.3
0.20 0.0516 .1599 0.0911 0.0395 33.180 107.2
0.30 0.0765 .2649 0.1509 0.0744 62.496 71.5
o.uo 0.0975 .3800 0.2165 0.1190 99.960 35.7
0.50 0.1119 .5000 0.2849 0.1730 145.32 0.0
0.60 0.1175 .6200 0.3532 0.2355 197.82
-35.7








: !__A7 * IT)
K
1-CVxl x*/l'K ( ) CMx2
0.00 o.occo 0.0000 1.0000 O.4303 O.4303 361.45
0.10 o.05i>3 C.C700 O.93OO 0.4002 O.3449 289.72
0.20 0.0?1/ 0.1559 0.8401 0.3615 0.2698 226.63
C.30 0.HI6 0.26U9 0.7351 0.3163 0. 2047 171.95
c.uo 0.1175 0.3800 0.6200 0.2668 0.1493 125.40
c.5C 0.1119 0.5000 0.5000 0.2152 0.1033 86.77
0.60 0.0975 0.6-200 O.38OO 0.1635 0.0660 55.44





f B C7xl (x/l)CYx .( -B) °*xl SCALl
0.00 0.0000 .0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 180.0
0.10 0.0253 .0700 0.0506 0.0253 21.252 1UU.3
0.20 0.0516 .15*9 0.1155 0.0639 53-676 107.2
C.30 0.0765 .26U9 0.1913 0.11U8 96.U32 71.5
0.U0 0.0975 • 3800 0.271+u 0.1769 1^.596 35-7
0.50 0.1119 .5000 0.3611 0.2U92 209.328 0.0
0.60 0.1175 .6200 O.UU78 0.3303 277. U52 -35.7







1-CVxl x'/l'K ( )
r —
CMx2
coo o.occo 0.0000 1.0000 0.2778 0.2278 233.52
0.10 0.0553 0.0700 0.9300 0.258U 0.2031 170.60
C.20 0.091/ 0.1599 0.8U01 0.233U O.IU17 119.03
C.30 0.1116 0.26U9 0.7351 0.20U2 0.0926 77.78
C.UO 0.1175. 0.3800 0.6200 0.1722 O.O5U7 ^5.95
C.5C 0.1119 0.5CO0 0.5000 0.1389 0.0270 22.68
0.60 O.Q975 0.6200 0. 3800 0.1056 0.0081 6.80




p B CVxl (x/l)CVx ( -B) °Uxl
I
SCAU
0.00 0.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 0.0000 180.0
0.10 0.0253 .0700
.0602 .03U9 29.3160 144.3
0.20 0.0516
.1599
.137* .0858 72.072 107.2
C.30 0.0765 .2649
.2276 .1511 126.924 71.5
0.U0 0.0975 .3800
.3265 .2290 192.36 35.7
0.50 0.1119 .5000
.4297 .3178 266.95 0.0
0.60 0.1175 .6200
.5328 .4153 3U7.31* - 35.7
0.70 0.1116










x'/lCVx] x'/l-K ( ) CMX2
coo o.occo 0.0000 0.0000 0.1U07 0.11*07 118. 19
0.10 0.0553 C.C700 0.0098 0.1309 00.0756 63.50
C.20 O.C917 0.1599 0.0225 0.1182 0.0265 22.26
0.30 0.1116 0.26U9 0.0373 0. 103U -0.0082 - 6.89
c.Uo 0.1175 0.3800 0.0535 0.0872
-.0303 - 25.45
0.5c 0.1119 0.5000 0.0704 0.0703 -0.0416 - 34.94
0.60 0.0975 0.6200 0.0872 0.0535 -0.0440 - 36.96





LISTING OF FULL-SCALE TEST LATA

USS YOHKTOWN - Stresses in Bent Frames at Increasing Distances from
Main Deck - Bovstring Mode
Expressed in pounds per square inch per 100-kip load






















CLP /3320 / 73O




% Slope by condifiong of- toqdir^























Inches frorti Center Line
300
USS T0RKT0WV - Bending Moment la Be&m, Frame 155. Oenterllne Lead
USS TOHKTOWN - Bending "onent. Frane 155. Off
6
Unite of 10 inch-pounds
-Center Load










CALCULATIONS OP STRESS VALUES

100 kip Load CL (Theoretical)
POINT Z (In. 3 ) A (In.
2
) M Mxl0
5 /Z F Pxl05 /A STRESS
3D 877.^5 Ul.61 53.0 60U0. 2„ -0.500 -1201.6 U.838.6
CLS 1106. U9 U7.'96 113.1 10221.5
•
-0.500 -10U2.5 9.189.0
CLP HO6.U9 U7.96 113.5 10257.7 -0.500 -1042.5 9.215.2
10PI HO6.U9 U7.96 86.U 7808.5 -0.500 -10U2.5 6.766.0
9?I 877.^5 Ul.61 22.8 2598.
U
-0.50c -1201.6 1.396.8
8PI 1297.88 >+9.78 - 18.0 -1386.9 -0.500 -IOOU.U •2.391,3
7PI 1576.66 62.92 - 3U.9 -2213.5 -0;500 - 79^.7 -3.008.2
6PI 1955.^6 76. U2 - U9.O -2505.8 -0.500 - 65U.3 -3.160.1
5*1 2U15.20 92.61 - 65.
U
-2707.9 -0.500 - 5^0.0 -3.2U7.9
Upi 2389.50 91. 5U
- 95.3 -3988.3 -0.500 - 5^6.2 -u. 53^.5
- «
STRESS = MxlO^/Z / IxlCp/k for a 100 kip load
IX-1

lOOkip Load CL (Deformeter)
POINT Z (in. 3 ) A (in. 2 ) M Mxl05 /Z F Fxl05 /A STRESS
3D 877.^5 41.61 32.2 3669.7 -C.605 -1U5U.O 2215.7
CLS 1106.49 47-96 95.0 8585.7 -O.6O5 -1261.5 7324.2
CLP 1106. U9 U7.96 95.5 8630.9 -O.6O5 -1261.5 7369.
^
10PI 1106.49 47-96 68.0 61U5.6 -0.605 -1261.5 4884.1
9PI 877.^5 41.61 U.7 535.6 -0.605 -1U5U.O - 918.
4
8PI 1297.88 U9.78 - 37.8 -2912.4 -0.605 -1215.3 -M27.7
7PI 1576.66 62.92
- 52.5 -3329.8 -0.605 - 961.5 -4291.3
6PI 1955.^6 76. 42
- 66.3 -3390.5 -0.605 - 791.7 -4182.2
5PI 2U15.20 92.61
- 82.8 -3*128.3 -O.605 - 653-3 -4081.6
4pi 2389.50 91.5^
-113.0 -4729.0 -0.605 - 66O.9
-5389.9
STRESS = MxlO^/Z / FxlO^/A for a 100 kip load
IX-2

MOMENT CALCULATION FROM STRESS
POINT Z (in. 3 ) A (in. 2 ) M
FOR 100 kip Loftd CT (Actual)
c Deform
MxUr/Z T yxl05 /A STRB3S
8D 877.^5 41.61 -
CLS 1106.^9 ^7.96 58.55 5291.5 -0.605 -1261.5 U030
CLP 1106. U9 ^7.96 50.69 4581.
5
-0.605 -1261.5 3320
10PI 1106. U9 47-96 Uo.35^ 3691.5 -0.605 -1261.5 2U30
9PI 877^5 Ul.61 6.79 774.0 -0.605 -1454.0 - 680
8PI 1297.68 49-78 - I.U9 - 114.7 -0.605 -1215.3 -1330
7Pi 1576.66 62.92
-33.37 -2lUg.5 -0.605 - 961.5 -311©
6PI 1955.^6 76. 42
-44.36 -2268.3 -0.605 - 79L7 -3060
5P1 2U15.20 92.61







STBIS8 = Mxl05/Z / JxlO^fk for a 100 kip load
IX-3

POIHT Z (in. 3 ) A (in. 2 )
100 kip Load Port (Theroetical)
M Mxl05 /Z T Pxl05 /A STRESS
3D 877-U5 Ul.61 11.0 1,253.6 -o.Uoo - 961.3 292.3
CLS 1106. U9 U7.96 U0.8 3.687.3 -o.Hoo - 83U.O 2853-3
CLP 1106. hs U7.96 U2.6 3.850.0 -o.Uoo - 83U.O 3016.0
10PI 1106. U9 U7.96 55.6 5.02U.9 -o.Uoo - 83U.O U190.9
9?I 877-U5 Ul.61 86.0 9.801.1 -o.Uoo - 961.3 8839.8
SPI 1297.88 U9-78 2U.0 1.8U9.2 -o.Uoo - 803.5 10U5.7
7PI 1576.66 62.92 - 2.0 - 126.9 -o.Uoo - 635.7 - 862.6
6PI 1955- U6 76. U2 - 2U.0 -1.227.3 -o.Uoo - 523.U -1750.7
5PI 2U15.20 92.61 - U9.O -2.028.8 -o.Uoo - U31.9 -2U60.7
Upi 2389.50 91. 5U - 95.3 -3.988.3 -o.Uoo - U37.0 -UU25.3
STRESS = MxlO^/Z / TxlO^/A for a 100 kip load
IX-U

100 kip Load Port (Deformeter)
POIHT Z (in. 3 ) A (in. 2 ) M Mxl05 /Z F Pxl05 /A STRESS
3D 877.45 41.61 - 3.8 - 433.1 -0.480
-U53.6
-1586.7
CLS 1106. k3 47.96 25.0 2259.4 -0.480
-1000.8 1258.0
CLP 1106.49 47.96 27.4 2476.3 -0.480
-1000.8 1475.5
10PI 1106. U9 47.96 4o.3 3642.1 -0.480
-1000.8 2641.3
9?I 877.45 41.61 72.0 8205.6 -0.480
-1153.6 7052.0
8PI 1297.88 49-78 10.0 770.5 -0.480 - 964.2 - 193.7
7PI 1576.66 62.92 - 14.8
- 938.7 -0.480 - 762.9 -1701.6




5PI 2415.20 92.61 - 61.2







STRESS = Mxl05/Z / ?xlO^/A for a 100 kip load
IX-5

MOMENT CALCULATION FROM STRESS
POIHT Z (in. 3 ) A (in. 2 ) M
FOE 100 kip Load Port (Actual)




1106. U9 H7.96 17.71 1600.
S
-O.UgO -lOCO.g 600
CLP 1106. U9 U7-96 19.15 1730.8 -0.U80 -lCQO.g 730
10PI HO6.U9 U7.96 3Ml 3100.8 -O.UgO -1000.
g
2100
9PI 877.^5 Ul.61 2U.07 27U3.6 -0.1*80 -1153.6 155 f
gPI 1297.88 U9.78 16.93 130U.2 -O.UgO - 96U.2 3U0
7PI 1576.66 62.92 - ^3.63 -2767.1 -O.UgO - 762.9 -353?
6PI 1955.^6 76. U2 - 63.98 -3271.9 -O.UgO - 628.1 -3900
5PI 2U15.20 92.61 - 72.03 -2981.6 -O.UgO - 518.U -3500
Upi 2389.50 91. 5^ - 60.83 -25^5.6 -O.UgO - 52U.U -3070 j'




STRESS DIFFERENCE CURVE DATA

STRESS DIFTEBEKCE CURVE LATA - CBNTERLIHE LOAD
SCALE THEORY EEFORM PROTO TH-DEF TH-PHO DEF-PRO
-3.0 U33O 1690 U60 26UO 3370 1230
0.0 .9380 7510 3800 1870 5580 3710
2.0 52UO 3250 15^0 1990 3700 1710
U.O logo -1030 - 720 2110 1800 - 310
5.0 -1000 -3150 -I860 2150 860 -1290
5-5 -20U0 -3990 -2H20 1950 380 -1570
6.0 -2770 -U250 -2900 1H50 130 -1350
6.5 -3110 -U2S0 -3100 1170 10 -1180
7.0 -3180 -4180 -30S0 1000 - 100 -1100
7.5 -3200 -U050 -2750 850 - U50 -1300
s.o -3UUO -1+190 -2600 750 - 8^0 -1590
9.0 -U650 -5^20 -2560 770 -2090 -1860
X-l

STRESS DIFFERENCE CURVE DATA - PORT LOAD





-2.0 950 - 800 - 500 1750 IU50
- 300
-1.0 1930 300 60 1630 1870 2U0
o.c 29U0 1350 650 1590 2290 700
1.0 lf020 21+00 1300 1620 2720 1100
2.0 5160 3520 1980 161+0 31S0 I5I+O
3.0 6510 4820 2710 1690 3800 2110
3.5 7350 5660 3110 1690 1+21+0 2550
*.o ssi+o 7050 3520 1790 5320 3530
fc.5 5700 3950 21+00 1750 3300 1550
5.0 3^60 1890 1080 1570 2380 810
5.5 1600 3U0
- 530 1260 2130 870
6.0 150 - 870 -21+50 1020 2600 1560
6.5 -1000
-1830
-3680 830 2680 1850
7.0 -17^0
-2U60
-3910 720 2170 11+50
g.O -2810
-3^20









DERIVATION OF BSNT DESIGN TOHKULA

ASSo/y>& Sty-ess Diff e rexcz Corves a^d Ac~foc4 1 Stress Cori/es
plot as Sf rain hi t-'HCS
/ u is plot of MGAv \
^ - *>ix -h b
<k<0
£.' r f -a,
/
X - X — cu
S/ = Sct - S^ = Sec (l- g^)







/ - o y * ScL
—
v~
y - (Scf-scJ_x 4. Set.
XI-1














CALCULATION OP CONSTANTS FOR BENT DESIGN FORMULA

CALCULATION OF BENT EESIGN FORMULA CONSTANTS
K2
LOAD LIRCT S.-, - S , S , S
, S„„ - S™ S S Kel pi pi " ci "ce °pe °pe °ce *i
CL-T PAS 557O 3800 9370 -2710 -6080
-1*090 .U05
.692
CL-D PAS 3710 3800 7510 -5010 -6080
-11090 -505 .5U8
P-T p kdko 3190 7230 -3690 -8660
-12350 Ml .702
P"D p 2590 3190 5780 -5650 -8660
-1U310
.552 .605
p-t s U0U0 3190 7230 -1520 -U900 - 6U20 .kki .76U
P-D s 2590 3190 57SO









of stress calculations fo:




A comparative analysis o*
stress calculations for a
transverse bent of the U.S.S.
Yorktovm.
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A comparative analysis of stress
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